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Azure OnRamp

The Cloud On Your Terms

With the constant of influx of new technology, the modern business

Leveraging the cloud, Catapult enables agility, scalability and

is forced to adapt to keep up with demand. Traditional company

performance, helping optimize IT and drive innovation. With

processes may be antiquated and no longer work to drive efficiency,

Microsoft Azure, your business will reduce large overhead costs

productivity, and security. As businesses look to transform digitally,

related to hardware, software, data storage, expertise and ongoing

they must take an all-encompassing approach, incorporating cloud

maintenance.

across all functions and segments of their business.

HOW IT WORKS
THE CHALLENGE

Using a prescriptive, value-based approach, we take a look at the

Businesses face many challenges when migrating

holistic needs of your business. Starting with our discovery

infrastructure, applications and data to the cloud.
Time, expertise, cost and integration of existing
technology can all be daunting factors. Catapult
simplifies moving to the cloud, creating limitless
possibilities for your business. Through Catapult’s
service-based approach, we continuously look for
ways to improve our customers’ cloud strategy, while

phase, we gain an understanding of your business and

We help you
discover, imagine
and harness the
power of the cloud.

technical needs, providing you with a detailed scope
of your cloud migration. We then take a deeper look
into your current environment, delivering a cloud
roadmap, as well as an outline of the expected
benefits you will see.
Developing a detailed migration plan for your

providing ongoing support of your cloud solutions.

workloads, we help you make a smooth transition, without

Catapult shapes an effective approach that assesses your

sacrificing potential business opportunities. Once all cloud

current environment and provides a roadmap forward to an Azureenabled digital ecosystem, while prioritizing drivers that will bring

solutions have been integrated, Catapult ensures you stay on track,

the most value across all segments of your business.

tapping into data-driven insights to measure success and making
improvements along the way.

CATAPULT’S APPROACH TO MOVING TO THE CLOUD

1 Discover

Gain an understanding
of your needs, and
provide a scope of the
assessment

2 Assess

Take a deep dive into
your current environment and deliver a
cloud roadmap

3

Deliver

Develop a detailed migration plan; iteratively
migrate workloads to
IaaS or PaaS

4 Measure/Improve
Iteratively discover, assess,
and deliver on workloads;
tap into analytics to make
improvements
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WE OFFER THESE AZURE ONRAMP ASSESSMENTS
DATA
MODERNIZATION
Modernize databases
and applications to
understand your data
and gain better business
insights.

INSIGHT AND AI
Implement our Agile
Analytics methodology and
machine learning to make
informed decisions based
on streamlined data.

APPLICATION
MODERNIZATION
Modernize and optimize
your applications through
Azure Services.

DEV/TEST
Use Azure Dev/Test
instances to reduce
product development
costs and increase
DevOps maturity.

DISASTER
RECOVERY
Establish RPO/RTO
metrics that ensure
maximum continuity, and
improve availability of
mission-critical
workloads.

BACKUP
AND RECOVERY
Understand storage
requirements and
optimize backup/
recovery for the
cloud.

GOVERNANCE
Implement cloud
policies to create a
compliant and secure
cloud environment.

CLOUD OPERATIONS
Design resource and
service management
capabilities that provide
a visible, transparent, and
secure cloud platform.

OUR TEAM OF CLOUD EXPERTS
With years of experience supporting our customers’ cloud

AZURE ONRAMP BENEFITS

journeys and delivering hundreds of assessments, we

• Achieve value across all segments of your business

bring a strong blend of both digital business and cloud

• Enable you on your cloud journey by identifying key

technology expertise. Catapult separates itself from the pack
by identifying strategies that will bring you the most business
value, while making adjustments as your needs change along
the way.
In 2017, we had 118 Azure engagements, more than two times
of any other Microsoft partner. Catapult has a 95% perfect
satisfaction rating with our Microsoft Azure engagements.
We were recognized as a 2018 Microsoft U.S. Partner Award
Winner (Azure Compete), 2017 Microsoft Partner of the Year
Finalist for Cloud Productivity and the 2016 Microsoft Partner

strategies
• Reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) by decreasing
hardware, software, licensing, and administrative
costs
• Receive solutions that adapt to your changing
needs with our service-based approach
• Help you calculate ROI for all of your cloud
solutions
• Tap into Catapult’s vast team of Microsoft cloud and
consulting experts

of the Year (United States) winner.

How can we help you?
www.catapultsystems.com
1-800-528-6248 info@CatapultSystems.com

2018 MSUS Partner Award
Azure Compete
Silver Celebration
1993 – 2018

